MR. GO-GLASS HOSTS MOCKTAIL PARTY

A MOCKTAIL PARTY was held at Mr. Go-Glass in Lewes Wednesday, Dec. 3. State Farm Agent Jeanine O'Donnell also helped to host the party to deemphasize the use of alcohol at holiday parties. Representatives from the Delaware Office of Highway Safety and the University of Delaware Cooperative Extension Agency were on hand to educate the partygoers on how to host a responsible party. Having a designated driver, serving non-salty food with alcohol, having a bartender to measure drinks, making non-alcoholic beverages available and stopping serving alcohol one hour prior to the end of the party are some of the suggestions to ensure that the holiday party is a safe party.

Shown with some samples of the Mocktail party goodies are (l-r) Merritt Burke, University of Delaware Cooperative Extension community traffic safety coordinator; Trish Bachman, corporate outreach coordinator, Delaware Office of Traffic Safety; Thomas Huff, Mr. Go-Glass manager of Delaware operations; and Donna Perakis, Ms. Go-Glass.